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Testo in adozione Bartram-Walton “Venture “ Ed Edisco
Grammatica di appoggio: J. Hird “Grammar for the real world” Ed. MacMillan

MODULO DI ACCOGLIENZA (REVISION)
Revisione delle strutture grammaticali e relative funzioni comunicative affrontate nel corso della classe
prima.
MODULE 1 (UNITS 9-10)
Funzioni comunicative:
-

Talking about a festival
Describing events in the past
Pros and cons of boarding schools

Strutture grammaticali:
-

Past simple, regular and irregular verbs
Verbs and prepositions in questions
Past continuous
Past simple vs past continuous
Subject and object questions
When, while, as soon as

MODULE 2 (UNITS 11-12 )
Funzioni comunicative
-

Talking about the scariest day of your life
Discussing people who overcame major difficulties

Strutture grammaticali
-

Comparative adjectives
Negative comparisons

-

Making comparisons
Superlative adjectives
Talking about the weather
Be going to, was/were going to, be about to
Making predictions about the future
After, before, when, while, as soon as
Talking about future intentions

MODULE 3 (UNITS 13-14)
Funzioni comunicative
-

Planning a holiday
Opinions on jobs in the house for teenagers
Household chores

Strutture grammaticali
-

Future forms: present continuous, present simple, to be going to
Talking about future arrangements and timetables
Modal verbs will shall
Making decisions, offers, requests, promises
Have to , don’t have to
Apologising
Obligation
Must, mustn’t, don’t have to, have to
Both, neither
Rules and laws

MODULE 4 (UNIT 15)
Funzioni comunicative
-

life experiences

Strutture grammaticali
-

Present perfect with ever, never, just, already, yet
Irregular past participles
Adverbs of manner
Comparative adverbs
Been vs gone
Present perfect vs past simple

LAVORO ESTIVO
Lettura e relativi esercizi sul testo
G. Chaucer “Canterbury Tales” Ed. Edisco B1 pre-intermediate
Optional: W. Irving “The Legend of Sleepy Hollow and other stories” ed Edisco B1 Pre intermediate
Per il recupero del debito: Gorgerini-Pope “Forget –me-not”2, Ed Edisco
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